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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
statement of the problem 
The problem of this study is to explore the per-
sonality of the creative person and bring together much of 
the diverse literature in the field of creativity. we will 
also investigate the process of creativity, to attempt to 
determine which people tend to be most creative, which 
environment is most conducive to developing creativity, and 
to establish criteria to recognize the personality best 
suited to developing creativity in others. 
pursuant to this problem the author has selected a 
group of ninth grade students to participate in a testing 
program. This program, a pilot study, consists of a battery 
of tests on creativity, adjustment and I·Q· A set of draw-
ings are to be used to substantiate the test results. The 
purpose of this study is to find the type of student 
(according to I•Q• and adjustment) that exhibits definite 
potential creative abilities. 
Importance of the Problem 
The study of creativity was, until ten years ago, 
a relatively virgin topic. Today, however, there are many 
I 
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people in addition to those in the arts who are interested 
in the vast, elusive qualities of creativity, including 
psychologists, businessmen, and industrialists. During this 
ten year period there have been numerous studies, papers and 
tests on the subject and a multitude of material was accumu-
lated. Researchers have investigated many facets of creati-
vity. rn ·reviewing the material on creativity, however, a 
particular lack of information in regard to the relationship 
of creativity to I•Q• and to adjustment was noted. rt is 
the author•s hope that, in some small way, the data in the 
ensuing pages will enlarge upon the knowledge of the rela-
tionship of creativity to I·Q· and adjustment. 
] 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
creativity 
What is creativity? This question has been the 
stimulus for much recent research. rt is a field which has 
been searched for ten to fifteen years seeking the innermost 
core of the problem. yet, according to coretta Mitchell 
( 1:106}, we have this comment: "'• • • • researchers do not 
have completely adequate methods for identifying and des-
cribing creative behavior in art, or criteria for evaluating 
such behavior." As Mitchell says, we do not have complete 
information but we do have a vast storehouse of information 
on creativity. There are many things which we can attribute 
to creative behavior and beginning very basically we have, 
as Lowenfeld (2:39) states: "The difference between man 
and animal is that man creates and animal does not." This 
implies that every individual is a potential creator. 
unfortunately, not everyonets creativeness has been developed 
so that it can function properly. 
The capacity wherein a person manifests creativity 
is stressed by Murray (3:100) when he says: "UP to quite 
recently it was customary to think of creativity as some-
thing wholly mysterious and miraculous, an epiphenomenal 
-~--
power that is in a few rare geniuses was "added on" to the 
normal aggregate of human potentialities. Instead of 
creativity being considered a very rare capacity in man, 
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many of us acknowledge that it is manifested in some way and 
to some extent by almost everybody. w Alex osborn (4:140), 
author of a series of books related to "brainstorming", bas 
also found through his exploration in the field of creativity 
that creative art can be expected from most people. He writes 
"All of us are blessed with some degree of imagination, crea-
tive acts can be expected of almost all individuals." "I 
fail to see why,"' says Alden B· Dow (5:35), "why we cannot 
assume that each person is by nature a creative personality. 
creativeness develops from our natural endowment through our 
peculiar ability to think and our particular talents." 
Findings from a battery of tests dealing with the 
identity of the creative person by Wilson, Guilford, and 
Christenson (6:35) state that the investigation shows 
originality as a continuous variable and that everyone 
possesses it to some degree. In his recent article in 
Research in Art Education, J.P.Guilford (7:38) reports that 
there seems to be a popular opinion that creative performance 
is the special prerogative of the gifted; if a person class-
ifies himself in the non-creative group be accepts his fate 
and in most cases make little effort to be original. The 
truth of the matter seems to be that outstandingly creative 
people simply have in high degree the same abilities that all 
of us have to some extent. In essence we have found that 
creativity exists in every individual and awaits only the 
proper conditions to be released and expressed. Jung(8:225) 
concludes: "It might be well therefore, to regard the crea-
tive process as a living thing implanted, as it were, in the 
souls of men." 
How do we motivate creative thoughts? What causes 
the release of creative ideas? What does the creative pro-
cess need to function? Ghiselin (9:12) considers the crea-
tive process as a process of change when he writes: ttThe 
creative process is the process of change, of development, 
of evolution, in the organization of subjective life. It 
proceeds from a feeling of dissatisfaction with the estab-
lished, and only reaches fulfillment in the attainment of a 
new order." Langdon-Davies (10:98) in attempting to 
enlighten us on the process of creativity has found that 
creativeness begins with a passionate desire, and without it 
no one can create much, or indeed anything. In fact, he has 
found that some people tend to be of such a lackadaisical 
nature that they do not really want to do anything more than 
to keep living; and unless something happens to alter this 
indifference they will never use the material in their 
unconscious mental workshop. 
5 
Rollo May (11:58) states that there are two elements 
directly related to the creative act: ''The first thing we 
notice in a creative act is that it is an encounter. A 
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healthy child•s play, for example, also has the essential 
features of encounter and we know it is one of the important 
prototypes of adult creativity." He continues, ttThe second 
element of the creative act is the intensity of the encounter 
Genuine creativity is characterized by an intensity of aware-
ness and a heightened consckousness." 
rt has been known that creative people lose interest 
in eating and may work right through mealtimes without notic-
ing it. rt is also true that many creative acts have had 
their beginning because someone questioned an assumption that 
previously had been taken for granted. 
Clarence Lueba (12:132) stresses the importance of 
creativeness having a purpose when he declares: "creative-
ness involves the use, or even the destruction, of what is 
present in the development of something new out of it. rt 
makes a big difference whether there is, on the one hand, 
diesatisfaction with things as they are, and on the other 
hand, encouragement, appreciation, and other extraneous 
incentives rewarding creativeness and curiosity." 
This trait of curiosity or puzzlement as a mode of 
creativity is elaborated on by Erich Fromm (13:44) as he 
points out that one of the first requirements of the creative 
attitude is the capacity to be puzzled. He continues by 
saying that children still have the capacity to be puzzled. 
Their whole effort is one of attempting to orient themselves 
in a new world, to grasp the ever-new things which they learn 
to experience. They are puzzled, surprised, capable of 
wondering, and that is what makes their reaction a creative 
one. But through the process of education, most people lose 
the capacity of wondering, of being surprised. The capacity 
to be puzzled is indeed the premise of all creation, be it 
in art or in science. 
Taylor and Anderson (14:17, 15:26) have compiled a 
more complete listing of the motivational characteristics 
indicative of a creative thinking personality. some of the 
motivational characteristics as suggested by calvin Taylor 
are, curiosity or inquiringness of mind, enjoyment of think-
ing and manipulating and toying with ideas, intelluctual 
persistence, need for recognition for achievement, need for 
variety, need for autonomy, need for preference for complex 
order and for challenges that come out of this complexity, 
tolerance of ambiquity and resistance to closing things up 
and crystallizing them prematurely but coupled with a strong 
7 
need for ultimate closure, need for intellectual ordering • • 
•• at least ultimately in need for mastery of a problem. 
High energy-level with voluminousness of work output is 
usually found, plus good disciplined work habits. Anderson's 
thinking along these lines coincides with that of Taylor when 
he says: "Desire to grow, capacity to be puzzled, awareness, 
spontaneity, spontaneous flexibility, adaptive flexibility, 
originality, openness to new experience, no boundaries, 
permeability of boundaries, yielding, readiness to yield, 
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abandoning, discarding the irrelevant, persistence, hard 
work, being at peace with the world, harmony, honesty, 
humility, enthusiasm, integrity, boldness, faith, courage, 
willingness to be alone, security in uncertainty, tolerance 
of ambiguity, these are offered as essentials of the creative 
process. tt· 
Alex osborn (16:140) goes one step further by saying 
that people who are creatively alert are much more interest-
ing than those who are not. They seem almost to belong to a 
different species, or perhaps to a higher level of evolution. 
They see not only what is, but what might be, and the power 
to see what might be is one of the chief traits that dis-
tinguishes human beings from one another. Taylor (17:18) 
is in complete agreement with osborn when he says: "In 
almost every field creativity is the distinguishing charac-
teristic of the truly eminent. The possession of high 
intelligence, special talent and high technical skills are 
not enough to produce outstanding achievement." 
In this first section we have surveyed the reasons 
~hy people create, what occurs to make a person want to 
create, and to some extent some of the characteristics of 
the creative personality. 
~he creative product 
There are many definitions on what the creative 
~reduct is, however, most of the ideas are contained in the 
definition of Rogers (18:71) . He offers this definition of 
the creative process in reference to the creative productr 
" The creative process is that which is the emergence in 
action of a novel relational product, growing out of the 
uniqueness of the individual on the one hand, and the 
materials, events, people, or circumstances of his life on 
the other. tt 
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uniqueness and originality are the two elements that 
seem to be the handmaidens of creativity, it is the opinion 
of many of the people in the field of creativity that if a 
product is unique then we have in most cases something very 
close to a creative product . Eisner (19: 30} makes this 
assumption clearer when he states : "A creative product is 
one which is not merely the result of an individual•s con-
structive efforts , but is also unique, useful, and organized . 
The creative product can be said to help man to see or use 
the world in a new way . " He continues by saying, "There 
must be a factor outside of the work that determines whether 
or not it is considered creative . one of the factors that 
determines this and that places the product in the world of 
creative products is its ability, especially in the area of 
the visual arts, to extend our view of the world for those 
who see its unique qualities.'' 
Again we have the idea of the uniqueness of the 
creative product as exemplified in the statement by walter 
cook (20 : l) : t1Although creativity implies novelty, invention, 
10 
discovery, it also recognizes as of utmost importance the 
new look, the different look, the unique individual reaction 
to every learning situation . '' Ghiselin (21:12) has suggested 
that the measure of a creative product should be the extent 
to which it restructures our universe of understanding. 
This quality of a product being unique is described by 
Lowenfeld (22:47) who explains that: "uniqueness and 
originality in child art shows itself by the ever changing 
reaction in the desire to redefine the usage of old materials 
or concepts from new modes of expression." J .w.Getzels and 
p.w.Jackson (23 : 33) in their study of the social context of 
giftedness have found that for a product to reach the 
inventive level it must be characterized by originality or 
newness in overcoming a special difficulty and surprisingness 
or ingenuity . Anderson (24 : 51) in attempting to enlighten us 
on the value of the novelty of a product makes this observa-
tion: "The originality which we may expect from a writer is 
newness which is derived from the rearrangement of old or 
familiar materials. Probably no one can think of something 
really novel. Even if a person did deliberately attempt to 
create in his mind an animal, for example, which was really 
made from materials which no one had ever seen or imagined 
before, he would find it impossible . He would necessarily 
resort to rearrangement of old materials, that is, he would 
imagine the head of a horse on the body of a man with the 
tail of a dog. The resulting chimera would certainly be 
J 
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new from one ' s point of view, but so far as materials go, it 
is merely a new ordering of familiar materials. Rearrange-
ment of materials, then, may acceptably constitute origin-
ality." 
we propose, in short, that the creative art product 
is one which is (a) useful , (b) organized and (c) unique . 
usefulness is determined by how well the product functions 
in a service of larger ends . Function can be viewed as a 
way in which a part serves this larger context . The aorta 
has a function relative to the heart . The heart has a 
function relative to the body. The creative product is a 
functional entity. It works relative to a larger context . 
we realize that uniqueness , originality and a 
functional aspect of a product gives us no assurance that 
the product is a creative one . we realize that the creative 
product must serve other ends and in many cases be of value 
and use to others . rn this regard Eisnor (25 : 27) states: 
"one of the creative art products defining characteristics, 
uniqueness, describes in qualitative terms the relative 
novelty of this function . Mere uniqueness, mere function-
ality, does not define the creative product . ~ 
The creative product has the ability to serve 
valued ends . It is valued by people outside of the producer . 
It is more than "clever" , it is significant, it serves some 
- important purpose of man . It is in this sense that producer 
and consumer , art and viewer are mutually dependent . The 
- I 
I 
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perception of value resides partially, in the second party. 
Schizophrenics frequently produce novel products. The value 
and usefulness of these products to second parties is not 
very high. 
This second party, at times, has not been the ideal 
receptive vehicle for the creative product, as exemplified 
in the works of such creative groups and personalities as 
van Gogh, the French Impressionists painters, the works of 
sir William Blak~ our own contemporary writers and painters 
and many others frustrated by the low creative understanding 
of their society. rn this regard Taylor (26:10) says 
"· ••• society has often failed to recognize creative 
products until a generation or two after the person who 
created them has lived. Even when recognized, such people 
may be rewarded, at least in our nation, by being promoted 
almost into a situation where they cannot continue this 
creativity. The more activities you give them, the thinner 
you spread them and the less likely, we believe, that they 
can be creative." 
The creative process and person 
The traditional description of the creative process 
has been in terms of steps or stages, the number of such 
stages varying from writer to writer. The most typical has 
been the fourstage analysis advanced by Graham wallas (27:57). 
H is conception is that the creative person goes through first 
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a period of preparation, second a period of incubation, third 
illumination, and fourth, verification. 
11 The period of preparation is character-
ized by such activities as defining a 
problem, gathering data and material, 
choosing a plan of action. conscious 
work on the problem has begun and con-
tinues as far as possible . The problem 
may be redefined, unworkable ideas dis-
carded and methods reevaluated. At some 
point the individual may find his 
attempt at problem solution frustrating 
and may set the problem aside for the 
time being . 
This leads to a period which may be 
called incubation . During incubation 
it has been suggested that the uncon-
scious mind takes over and continues 
working on the problem in some ways 
that are not understood . Incubation 
here , is a name for our ignorance. 
This leads to the third stage, illu-
mination. Illumination is a moment of 
insight . The necessary solution is 
suddenly realized . It can happen in 
many ways , under many circumstances, 
while awake or while asleep, at some 
everyday task, while daydreaming, some-
times months after the problem has been 
put aside. The illumination may be 
accompanied by strong feelings of exhu-
berance. A great aha l or eager feeling. 
The final stage is the period of verifi-
cation d uring which the illumination is 
tried out and tested to determine whether 
or not it really solves the problem. " 
Wilson {28 : 163-76) is in accord with the process as explained 
by wallas but he further suggests that : "This particular 
formulation of the creative process is regarded as roughly 
descriptive. The stages may not always occur in any parti-
cular creation. They may be telescoped, they may occur in 
~a pid succession, or over a long period of time ; or the 
-
1 
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cycle may be repeated several times during a particular 
creation." In a more recent study by J·K·Feibleman 
(29:51-52) on the creative process he has similar attitudes 
in his description of a work of art being divided into four 
stages. The first is the stage of gathering and selecting 
impressions. The second stage is the quiet one of revision 
and recombination by the unconscious; it is characterized 
by a chaos of thought but with a tendency toward a final 
synthesis. The third stage is "the flash of insight", when 
the unconscious result is given up to awareness, the result 
is seen as a whole, not as parts. The final stage is the 
expression of the result, which is predominately conscious, 
although the direction of the unconscious is often strong 
enough to cause the artist to include in his work details 
which later surprise him. 
Similar to wallas and Feibleman, catherine Patrick 
(30:128-31) has also found four stages of creative thought, 
namely, preparation, incubation, illumination and verifica-
tion. The first stage, preparation, was marked by frequent 
thought changes--evidence of incubation was obtained in the 
form of repetition of an idea in somewhat modified forms--
illumination, the formulation of plans following incubation 
and verification--the seeing if the problem has been solved. 
Ghiselin (31:12)has found that this sequence of labor, 
quiescence, illumination, and further labor has turned out 
to be common in the experience of creative workers of all 
I 
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sorts. 
Although the wording has been changed in some cases 
the early findings of wallas are still accepted as the four 
stages of creative thought--preparation, incubation, illu-
mination and verification. Along with the agreement of the 
four stages of creative thought Hutchinson (32:24) includes 
the following hints for using insight in problem solving; 
(a) increase your motivation e.g., by developing a consuming 
purpose and interest in work; {b) the effectiveness of the 
preparatory stage can be increased by defining the problem 
clearly; (c) realizing yourself fairly beaten by a problem 
and in need of a rest. watch for neurotic symptoms and 
relaxJ (d) be prepared to recognize the accidental event; 
(e) be prepared for a long period of what is largely drudgery 
and hard work; (f) do not look upon insight as some easy 
method of solving problems. 
J.p.Guilford (33:158) has this to offer on his 
investigation of the creative process. "It is proposed that 
the most fruitful exploratory approach to the domain of 
creativity is through a complete application of factor 
analysis which would begin with carefully constructed hypothe-
ses concerning the primary abilities and their properties.'' 
Guilford hypothesizes nine factors for which he believes 
tests on creativity should be constructed. They are: 
(1) sensitivity to problems; (2) ideational fluency; (3) 
flexibility; (4) ideational novelty; (5) synthesizing ability, 
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(6) analyzing ability; (7) reorganizing or redefining 
ability; (8) span of ideational structure, and (9) evaluat-
ing ability. once the factors comprising creativity have 
been identified, it will be possible to select individuals 
on the basis of creative potentiality. Furthermore, having 
determined the nature of their abilities, constructive pro-
grams of education can be developed. Much of the criteria 
Guilford mentions in the above statement are included in his 
criteria which he feels significantly indicate traits pos-
sessed by the creative individual. 
psychologist Calvin w. Taylor (34:15) has found in 
his research on attempting to identify the creative indivi-
dual that creative people show a higher degree of certain 
intelluctual characteristics, such as more fantasies and 
more ability and tendency to toy with ideas. They also tend 
to be more able to suggest solutions when problems arise 
with gadgets than t:O merely "curse the gadgets". He also 
makes note that the ability to sense problems is an intelluc-
tual characteristic often included in descriptions of creati-
vity. stein (35:36) is in agreement with Taylor on the 
psychological characteristics which distinguish the creative 
individual which he lists as: (a) A heightened sensitivity 
to gaps or disequilibria in the environment; (b) a capacity 
to tolerate ambiguity, or to 11 live with" it until they can 
be effectively resolved; (c) the capacity to generate 
hypotheses toward the solution of the problem; (d) the 
17 
ability to communicate the results to others. It is 
Lowenfeldts (36:5) feeling that the ability to quickly adjust 
to changing situations, a nd to use them for new adventure 
clearly differentiates creative from less creative indivi-
duals. In every creative experience the creator continuously 
takes advantage of the ever changing relationships during the 
creative process. Lowenfeld (37:43), who has done valuable 
work in the field of creativity, implies that the identifi-
cation with oners own work so that the distinction between 
the work and its creator almost ceases, is one of the attri-
butes which signifies the creative process. In this rare 
instance, which characterizes the creative process, the 
creator so closely identifies with his work, becomes so 
intensly involved in it, that a deep feeling of communion 
~evelops between him and his work. In art education, he 
pontinues, social and emotional sensitivity begins with the 
.ndividualts ability to become involved in his own work and 
completely identified with it. we have all seen students so 
completely submerged in their creative work that scarcely 
anything which happens around them could divert their atten-
tion. It is this complete absorption by one•s own work 
which is part of the creative process. 
In an early study by Jung (~8:225-49) on analyzing 
manta conflicts, and in direct reference to the artist and 
his close involvement in a work of art, Jung differentiates 
two types of art work. one proceeds from the artistrs 
I 
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intention to produce a specific effect. rn this case, the 
material is subject to the artistrs purpose, and here the 
artist is identical with the creative proce ss . In the 
second type the artist, stands as it were, beneath his work, 
or in all events beside it, as though he were another person 
who had fallen within the magic circle of an alien will. 
The artist obeys what are apparently foreign impulses which 
have a power over him that he is unable to command. The 
creative impulse, Jung continues, operates imperilously, 
absorbing all of the individual, even at the cost of his 
health and happiness. 
other presumably relevant personality characteris-
tics, according to investigation made by Getzels (39:18), 
are more devotion to autonomy and self-sufficiency, more 
independence in judgement contrary to the group decisions if 
needed to be an accurate judge, more open to the irrational 
in themselves,more stable and more capable of taki ng greater 
risks in the hope of greater gains, more feminine in inter-
ests and characteristics, more dominant and self-assertive, 
more complex as a person, more self-accepting, more re-
sourceful and adventurous, more radical (Bohemian), more 
controling of their behavior by self-concept and possibly 
more emotionally sensitive, and more introverted but bold. 
A.H.:Maslow (40:36), a psychologist, describes crea-
tive people as follows: "• •• just precisely the ones that 
1 make trouble in an organization ••• they tend to be 
-
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unc onvent:Lonal, a little bit queer 1 unrealistic 1 undiscipline( 
inexact, 1mscientific ••• to be called childish by their 
more compulsive colleagues , irresponsible, wild, crazy, 
speculati'7e , uncritical, irregular, emotional and so on." 
According to Emmanuel F · Hammer (41 : 57) in 
his pilot investigation in trying to formulate hypotheses in 
the interosts of finding out what traits, feelings, or 
attitudes correlate with creativity, has this to say about 
the creat:Lve person: " ••• a capacity to think and act 
differently from the apparent l y unthinking, more mundane 
individual . He has the strength to be for something, or 
against something, in a world where many people have learned 
to accept a kind of grey nothingness, to strike a flattened 
posture in life , in order to be considered "normal or 
average. " 
"1~lexibility and fluency ,n according to pappas 
(42 : 124) 1 "or change in ideas or direction, have long been 
considered one of the most important characteristics of the 
creative mind . The ability of the student to flexibly adjust 
to new situations as a result of re - i nspiration should there -
fore become an integral part of any creative learning situa-
tion . 
~~he person who is a more fluent thinker, contends 
Guilford (43 : 16) is likely to be more impulsive, more self-
confident :, and less inclined be neurotic . He is likely to 
a;ppreciato creativity and aesthetic expression and to like to 
-~ 
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indulge in reflective thinking . The flexible thinker is 
likely to feel a need for variety and to like reflective 
thinking. The more original person is inclined to be self-
confident and tolerant of amb i guity and he likes reflective 
and divergent thinking and aesthetic expression. The person 
who is low on originality is inclined to be over-meticulous 
and to feol a strong need for discipline and for enforcement . 
Guilford mentions divergent thinking as an important trait 
of the truly creative . BY divergent thinking he means think-
ing that :Lnvolves searching aro1.md or changing direction . rt 
is in the divergent category that we find the abilities most 
pertinent to creative thinking . rt cannot be truthfully said 
that only divergent thinking abilities contribute to creative 
production, for other categories of intellectual resources 
play theil' part . rt can be said that creative people are 
more likely to excel in the divergent thinking abilities . 
one other important aspect of the creative process 
as pointed out by Lowenfeld (44 :41), is the development of 
the senses . Lowenfeld relates concerning this: "Without 
them no c1•eative process is possible . " Information obtained 
by c.w . Taylor (45:66) on creative scientists, summarizes the 
multifarious traits of the creative person into the follow-
ing so-called cardinal traits: (a) A liking for the manip-
ulation of ideas, a liking for toying with ideas, a liking 
of ideas for its own sake; (b) a general quality of impulse 
~ontrol , l'epression of emotionally, isolation suppression; 
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(c) a low level of i nterpersonal involvement in human rela-
tions; (d) a devotion to independence and autonomy; (e) 
tolerance for complexity; (f) a liking for things and a pre-
occupation with the physical universe; (g) a high commitment 
to second!lry, or non-earthy thought processes. Although this 
study was undertaken exclusively with scientists, it bas been 
found that; both scientists and artists show the common denom-
inator of creativity but differ in the area of their creative 
endeavor. From independent studies made by Brittain and 
Guilford (46:36-39) on identifying the creative person it 
was found that creativeness, whether applied in the arts or 
in the sc:tences, has common attributes. 
The unconscious 
'Ihe unconscious is frequently mentioned in relation 
to the creative process but comparatively little investiga-
tion bas been undertaken to fully explain its relevancy in 
this respect. I would like to review some of the thinking 
pertinent to the unconscious as it acts on the creative 
process. The unconscious is thought of as be i ng a storehouse 
of experiences, these experiences are stacked away in the 
unconscious and filed for future reference. osborn (47:140) 
proposes that: "First hand experience provides the richest 
fuel for creative expression; travel and reading are other 
rich sources." 
Langdon-navies (48:99) makes this statement 
,...--
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concerning the importance of experiences to the unconscious, 
he finds 1;hat: " · • • the unconscious creativeness of men 
has to be fed by the unceasing cons cious effort of a life-
time 1 if that occasional uprush is to produce pure gold . To 
gather knowledge better and to remember it better are not in 
themselves more than useful adjuncts to true creativeness. 
The great musician, the great artist alike describe their 
work of art as being due to uprushea from some unconscious 
source." 
This preparedness of the mind, through the uncon-
scious , as a pre-requisite to creative success is emphasized 
by W. B. cannon (49:291), a general physiol6giat, from his 
writings of the roll of chance in discovery. "Serendipity 
occurs not because something new has been observed, but 
because some new relevance has been attributed to the obser-
vation,' In order to be prepared , two conditions are necessary 
(1) knowledge of the past --- since this knowledge enriches 
the meaning of present experiences , and (2) an open-mind, 
an ability to weigh ideas on their merits and judge them 
fairly and critically . " Accidental discovery, claims 
~1c1ean ( 50::76) comes most often to the man who has given 
much consc~~ous thought to the problem upon which he is 
engaged and who is in a position to grasp, through both con-
scious and unconscious mental processes, the significance of 
any accidental observations he may make . 
Anderson (51 : 17) describes the realm of the 
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unconscious as such: "· •• it seems to be a place where 
onets real self, his simple, efficient, evolving self, can 
crawl away momentarily from a world of cross, hostile, pre-
occupied, fearsome adults, and in a symbolic way enjoy beauty 
live simply and efficiently, and be truthful to himself and 
to others J and unafraid. tt He continues by saying: n. • • at 
such momer:,ts of unity, harmony, and security in his inter-
acting with the universe, at such propitious moments, does 
one sense his originality, become creative." 
tangdon•navies (52:101) gives a full account of 
what may happen in the unconscious and how it effects the 
solving of problems. 
"What will strike you at first 
are the appearances of sudden 
illumination which are the 
manifest tokens of a long un-
conscious labor which has 
preceded them. often when one 
is working at a difficult ques-
tion, nothing is produced which 
is of any use on the first 
occasion of attacking the pro-
blem. Later, one may take a 
rest of greater or less duration 
and sit down at the table again. 
For the first half hour one may 
continue to get no result, and 
then quite suddenly the decisive 
idea is presented to the mind. 
one could say the conscious labor 
has been more fruitful because the 
rest had restored to the mind its 
power of freshness. rt is more. 
probable that the period of rest is 
filled by unconscious labor, and 
that the result of this labor is 
afterwards revealed quite suddenly." 
AC ·~ording to what has been state, the basic function 
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of the unconscious as related to the creative process is to 
use it as a receptacle for the many experiences undertaken 
by the per·son. This storage of information can be likened 
to a bud en a branch, it contains the essentials necessary, 
and with the proper stimulus can burst forward into a 
glorious flower. The experiences of the unconscious are 
contained in the bud waiting to bloom. 
Langdon-navies (53:102) explains the elements and 
characteristics which are important in forming manrs creative-
ness: "Pa :ssionate desire., a capacity for absorbing exper-
ience, an ability to melt and mold these experience in the 
fires of the unconscious mind., and a mysterious ability to 
profit by 1;he uprush when it comes --- it is these that form 
together mEm r s intellectual and spiritual creativeness. With 
them of cot~se., there must be certain moral characteristics, 
eBpecially patience and courage, sometimes _even for long 
years after the objective has been reached but remains., 
hidden, a secret within our unconscious mine." 
The Environment 
CI'eativity to function at its maximum capacity 
depends on a multitide of factors. Environment along with 
desire, the unconscious., plays an important part in the 
fulfillment of the creative activity. The term environment 
as it will be used in this section will refer in some cases, 
to the physical surroundings where the creative activity is 
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taking place and in some instances to the pressures of the 
peer group or the school setting. BY the physical surround-
ings it is meant the physical classroom setting. This 
setting includes the tools and materials available to a 
student as he undertakes the creative solving of a problem. 
secondly, the fact that the creative person is an unconven-
tional personality and sometimes bas an unusual approach to 
a problem may be given an "odd ball" tag. This marking 
would set him apart from the group. Being unhappy in this 
individual capacity, the child may subdue his creative 
impulses in order to become a homogeneous part of the peer 
group . In another situation the creative person, due to 
his superiority, may become an honored person in this group. 
Great pressure is applied on the individual in the school 
environment. The school is the major factor in discouraging 
unique or original responses from the child. The child with 
an off-beat idea is frequently reprimanded for offering a 
different solution to a problem. workbooks and stencils, 
used to keep children busy, are taking their toll in dis-
couraging creativity. These three main elements; the 
physical surroundings, the peer group and the school setting 
will be dealt with in reference to a conducive atmosphere to 
promote creativity and to adverse elements that hamper the 
creative act . There are some educators who believe that no 
matter what obstacles are placed before the person be will 
still stand staunch in the face of adversity and operate on 
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a creative level. Fromm (54:25) does not share the opinion 
that "creativity will win out" and cannot be surpressed, 
regardless of the obstacles. He is convinced by what he 
has observed in elementary schools and from what he has 
learned from investigation that much promising talent is 
needlessly killed by the coercive pressures of the peer 
group and of the institution of education itself. rn agree-
ing with Fromm, Taylor (55:11) includes the following in 
reference to the school hindering creativity. "Many of ou:b 
present schools are stressing non-creative activities and 
developing corresponding work habits in the academically 
gifted. Emotional resistance and disturbance may arise in 
some of these persons if relatively late in their education 
or any time afterwards on the job they are asked to be 
creative." 
A similar sentiment is expressed by ornstein (56:18) 
in the following:· "Creativity will die if a child is suffo-
pated with skill exercises; likewise he will not grow to be 
able to solve more mature problems unless his problem tools 
grow with him." In a recent article in the Boston Globe 
(57:50-A) writer Benjamin Fine is of the opinion that too 
~any schools today discourage creative thinking among their 
pupils. The non-conformist is hammered into the proper 
academic mold. A youngster with a "wild" idea or off-beat 
solution to a school problem is frequently labeled an "odd 
pall". 
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Wilson (58 : 55) also is unimpressed by what many of 
the schools are doing to minimize and reject creative ideas 
in children . He has found that pre-school and primary grade 
children are spontane 0us and creative, but that early school 
experience surpresses their creative abilities. He contends 
that high school teachers complain that by the time they get 
the child , their creativity has been killed. The students 
all want to be told what to do ••• they all want to conform. 
rn regard to the surpression of creativity by the school, 
professor carl Reed (59 : 9) expresses his ideas on the 
subject: 
"Allhchildren come to our schools Wit creative interests and 
ability. This is evident to those 
who observe youngsters in the early 
primary grades. They are anxious 
and able to create with any materi-
als at hand . Give a child a piece 
of clay and he will almost instinc-
tively begin to structure it into 
form, paints are used expressively 
without any explanation of their 
possibilities or limitations. To 
them at this level, school is synony-
mous with creative expression. Then 
suddenly something happens. At the 
third grade level we find that most 
youngsters in the average school have 
had their creative interests subdued 
or completely killed off by a system 
which seems to horizontalize our 
children." 
A major problem is that much of creativity which is 
expressed in schools must be "controlled" creativity. Always 
in a school setting certain limitations and impositions are 
set on creative tasks . Instead of promoting uniqueness of 
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responses and originality in our approach to education, the 
forces which counteract them are much felt 1 especially by 
art teachers. The school 1 instead of promoting creative 
activities, distributes material which regiments the think-
ing of the school child. The harm done by this type of 
material is stressed by Lowenfeld (60:48) when he declares: 
"workbooks and coloring books containing sterotyped repeti-
tions of patterns as well as paint by numbers sets not only 
deprive the child of his unique responses but counteract his 
original approach to his own concepts. rnasmuch as these 
commercially man-produced means are so widely distributed 
and because of their easy accessibility to parents, their 
ready use as a means to keep their children "busy", the harm 
which they do to the unfolding of the creative potentialities 
in our children 1 cannot be enough and continuously empha-
sized." 
we have been reviewing some of the adversities under 
which the creative student functions in our educational 
systems and how this misfortune of circumstances has taken 
its toll in stamping out the creative flame in many indivi-
duals at a very early age. we will now turn over the other 
side of the coin to ascertain which situations promote and 
contribute to the enrichment of creativity. An essential 
in creative expression is a nuturing classroom atmosphere. 
Neola Palomutta (61:10 7) 1 in reiterating this idea states 
that: "Developing a school environment that is conducive 
~·------~--~------------~-------
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to creative thinking involves high regard and respect for 
the creative child. External evaluation, evaluation by 
the teacher and by his peers, is very important." Through 
her observation of elementary school children, Ruth 
strickland (62:291), bas found children to be highly sensi-
tive to the emotional and social climate of a classroom, that 
few can be persuaded to bring forth their inner thoughts and 
feelings unless they feel reasonably sure of sympathetic 
response. Children need assurance that their effort will 
not be laughed at, criticized, or made the subject of too 
much attention either from the teachers or from their peers. 
A working environment, she eontinues, which permits freedom 
of action and flexibility in the use of time in learning 
materials is far more conducive to independent initiative 
and original thinking than one which has a rigid schedule 
and course of study. According to strang (63:24) the first 
requisite for any program which includes expression is "a 
relaxed and happy teacher-child relationship and a wholesome, 
friendly relationship between children." She states further 
that: "The creative spirit flourishes in an atmosphere of 
positive expectancy--one in which the teacher focuses on 
what the child can do, not on what he cannot do. Criticism 
too, tends to surpress creative tendencies. Insisting on 
conformity where there should be freedom puts the lid on 
creativity ••• a freedom from fears and anxiety are primary 
conditions for creative development. A child has to proceed 
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in his own devious way toward the unknown, this is a charac-
teristic of the creative process. 
An atmosphere of freedom and security is important 
to the creative impulses of a child. schneider (64:61) 
suggests that: "Creativity operates best in an atmosphere 
of real love and security. A creative atmosphere is one in 
which no teacher is too critical. If a child thinks he will 
be criticized for trying something new, he does not bother 
to do it.'' 
From the reading and the above information the 
following conclusions have been drawn as examples of ways 
and means of fostering creativity: (a) Need for sharing--
make something of the childrs contribution no matter how 
small. Donrt ridicule or minimize a childrs contribution. 
(b) Need for understanding and knowledge--provide an atmos-
phere in which students may raise questions which bother 
them. Donrt give the children the idea that there are some 
questions which must not be raised in class. (c) success--
needs to be provided for every pupil. continuous failure can 
cause a child to give up trying and destroy self-confidence 
so that he is unable to do as much as he would otherwise. 
on the other hand if a child seldom or never has a temporary 
failure he is not doing challenging work. Too often the 
classroom pattern provides continuous success for some and 
continuous failure for others. (d) Need for achievement--
reward children with a feeling of satisfaction of their own 
I 
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accomplishment. (e) Need for love and affection--show the 
child you like him, be hurt if the child is hurt, sympathize 
with him. no not reject any child. no no brush off a 
childts hurt or try to minimize it if he needs sympathy. If 
an atmosphere of this type can be provided then we have set 
the stage for the student to capitalize on such an indivi-
dualized, creative environment. 
The Teacher and creativity 
An alert and interested teacher plays an important 
role in the setting for creativity. Guild (65:155) gives 
a definition of a good creative teacher: 
"She should be friendly, natural, 
and human. She should not talk 
down but be •one of the group'. 
she should have a sense of humor 
and a genuine interest in the 
pupil. She should be encouraging 
and sympathetic. she must be a 
good listener, willing to talk 
more with her ears, her eyes, her 
facial expressions, than with her 
tongue. she should let the pupils 
follow their own ideas and find 
out their own errors- - if not too 
costly. She needs to develop tact, 
the ability to criticize honestly 
without hurting feelings. She 
should encourage the pupils to 
show genuine appreciation for the 
works of others." 
The teacher should cultivate himself continuously 
in an awareness of the meanings and wonders of everyday 
life. He should be a vivid, colorful person. He should 
stimulate children's curiosity and joy in exploring new 
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interests. He should watch for signs of the individual 
spirit, and give enthusiastic appreciation to any evidence 
of original and unique expression. 
rn dealing with the teaching of creativity to 
children, Alice M· snyder (66:5) has found that children and 
creativity go hand in band, that is the fascinating part of 
teaching children. The teacher does not need to teach the 
children to be creative nor to direct them or show them how 
to be creative. creativeness is there inside of them; it is 
the way in which they interpret life as it is meaningful 
and rich to them. Knowing that this is true Ruth Halvorsen 
( 67:13) has this to sa.y: "The teacher can be the one who 
has touched the ttspark" for exploratory and experimental 
work which may prove to be in inestimable worth as creative 
expression. As teachers, this may be carried on still 
further by challenging the students into more creative and 
critical thinking with added problems to be solved. 
Wilson (68:66) feels that it is up to the teacher to provide 
the materials for students to work with, sufficient time for 
them to manipulate ideas and toy with the elements of a 
solution and also to provide problems that do not have pat 
answers. The teacher must be a creative person to excite 
and awaken the creative potential of his students. pappas 
(69:123) states that: "If the student is considered at all 
times as an independent individual, if he is encouraged and 
guided by the teacher into sincere involvment with his 
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problem, if, after this involvment is established the desire 
to search, to change, and to eagerly accept reinspiration is 
implanted within him, then true creative thinking is taking 
place." From what has been said we can in essence say that 
the teacher is used as a device to ignite the spark of 
creativity, to present challenging problems which call for 
creative solving, to provide the tools (time and materials) 
necessary in a creative encounter and one of the moat 
importanttasks of creative teaching on most levels, should 
be to encourage the student to develop personal sources of 
inspiration, and to explore methods of evolving and assimilat-
ing ideas. In a recent study by Ken Lansing (70:70-74) of 
the effect of class size on the creative drawing efforts of 
fifth grade students, it was found what many educators had 
felt that the classroom teacher has an important effect upon 
child art. The results of the study show that classroom 
teachers have a definite effect upon the creative drawings 
of a fifth grade. If the teacher is dictatorial and oppres-
sive, the art work suffers; if the teacher creates a wholesome 
climate, the art is better. In substantiating the findings 
of Lansing, Jesse Todd (71:22-24) has made mention of the 
fact that a creative atmosphere is one in which no teacher 
is too critical: "If a child thinks he will be criticized 
for trying something new, he does not bother to do it. The 
standards must not be set too high. If some of the children 
in the class are talented the teacher may, because of this, 
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have a harder time getting creative work from children with 
less ability. He needs to build up success for them. " 
No child will respond positively to a teacher who 
he knows considers him inferior and less worthy then other 
children . The difficulty of educating children is greatly 
increased for this new world of child development requires 
insight and sensitivity on the part of teachers such as the 
old school never implied . These new ways of learning, which 
both teachers and their children are now practicing, do not 
imply a neglect of the traditional learning, but simply that 
traditional learning is not the only procedure . 
The older procedures of learning stress information 
and mental skill . The newer procedures stress individuality, 
its growth in strength and power . one is interested in 
things to be learned , the other in what is happening to the 
learner . Both are good procedures . 
The newer way promotes in children, security in 
their independent powers . rt develops personality, charac-
ter, knowledge , wisdom, sureness in judgments, and self-
confidence . 
The teacher who has used only the traditional 
procedures of teaching can also learn to incorporate the 
newer procedures , becoming both proficient and confident in 
their use . She will also find self-satisfaction and satis-
faction in the results of the work and behavior of her 
children . 
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Mearns (72:245-247) gives five simple steps to help 
the teacher to move forward in creative learning: 
"(1) Acceptance. we recieve each crude 
product of creative effort asking 
only if it is individual and sincerely 
meant. 
(2) Approvals. we find something to like 
in each effort. 
(3) Criticism. When mutual trust has been 
set up, criticism may nearly always be 
profitable if it is associated with 
strong general approval. 
(4) Indirect teaching. The best teaching 
in the creative arts is so indirect 
not to be noticed. 
(5) The miracle. when lines of trusted 
communication have been set up by a 
general acceptance of all sincere 
attempts of pure self-expression, 
when through approvals of the more 
genuine material criticism is natural 
and undisturbing, and when indirect 
teaching is having its stimulating 
effect, then suddenly we have the 
fresh original phrase and the strong 
line. It is not known why or how the 
miracle appears, but one day the 
individual speaks out in his own 
unique voice." 
Mearns has very completely and accurately described what 
occurs in the step by step process of establishing a rapport 
between teacher and pupil. Michael Andrews (73:62) of f ers 
the following qualities of what a teacher should be in 
setting the ideal environmentfor creative expression: 
"(1) Be a person of exceptionally fine 
character. He must possess the 
personal stature and human attri-
butes worthy of respect of all 
others; integrity, sincerity, 
friendliness, sympathy, optimism, 
self-control, and intelligence. 
(2) Establish a favorable climate 
which challenges and allows for 
creative experience, sets up condi-
tions of inquiry and self-actualiza-
tion, and freeze the unconscious 
forces. 
(3) Allocate enough time for experimen-
tation, for exploration, for discovery, 
for incubation of thoughts and feelings; 
and to guarantee success. 
(4) Encourage the learner to find the true, 
the beautiful and the good within 
himself, to solve his problems with 
more than literal-rational mind, to 
exagerate, distort, emphasize, and 
abstract, if need be, to relate how 
he feels and what he believes, to 
tolerate strangeness, to question 
bias and prejudice opinions, to hold 
convention and custom in reserve, and 
to develop a wholesome, self-satisfy-
ing philosophy of life. 
(5) Foster in others a feeling of security, 
freedom, confidence, belonging, 
courage, independence, free play of in-
tellect and impulse, an awareness of 
their own being, an openness to uncon-
scious thinking, a genui ne sense of 
wonder. 
(6) Accept and respect individual differ-
ence and idiosyncrocies, diversity of 
behavior, and artistic manisfestations, 
a variety of values and the indivi-
dualrs own mistakes and discoveries." 
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The teacher is the one who will mold our childrenrs 
thinking--which will in turn mold our world. The teacher in 
possessing many of the above mentioned characteristics will 
better be equipped to develop the innate creative potentials 
in the children that will one day rule the world. rn this 
regard Reed (74:9) has this to say: "our shortage is not so 
much in the number of scientists as in the number of indivi-
duals who are creative thinkers able to break out of the 
framework of conventional thought patterns, and leadership 
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for those individuals. we need to develop an educational 
program where the student must use an experimental approach 
to problem solving; where the answers are not in the back of 
the book--er worse still in the back of the teacher." In 
today•s world the real premiums go to those who possess 
creative ability. Doubtless, such abilities are not 
produced, but they can be nurtured and developed among those 
who possess the talent capacity. Read (75:16) sums up the 
importance of creativity as such: "creativity is one of 
the unique qualities which human beings possess. when we 
urge the development of creativity in our children we are 
pleading to give them a chance to be more human. I~ this 
too much to ask for our children?" 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
purpose- -
The purpose of this study was to ascertain whether 
intelligence quotient and adjustment were related to the 
creative endeavors of a ninth grade, junior high school 
population. In order to obtain this information a battery 
of tests relating to adjustment and creativity were given 
to the student population. Drawings made by the students 
were also used to correlate with the findings of the testing 
program. 
Definitions- -
Good Adjustment: BY good adjustment the author means the 
ability of the student to interact 
favorably with his peer groups in a school 
situation. The type of individual who 
enjoys group activities and functions. 
poor Adjustment: The opposite is true the person classified 
in the poor adjustment group. He has 
little to do with group activities and bas 
found it difficult to adjust to the school 
situation. 
creativity: creativity is the making cf new and 
original relationships from known substance~. 
Especially appropriate to the character of 
this thesis is the definition of creati-
vity as: "The personal and inventive 
expression of the child or individual, 
making full use of his potential power, 
and thus giving a sense of confidence and 
satisfaction, as opposed to sterile 
imitation of another's work." (76:10) 
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selection of population- -
Through discussion with the guidance counselor, 
other teachers familiar with the students, checking of 
I · Q• 's, and observed school patterns an original group of 
fifty-two students were selected . This group consisted of 
pupils with varying I·Q• 's, social and creative behaviors . 
After discussing each student with his teacher and with the 
guidance counselor , the groups were catagorized and twenty-
six students selected to take part in the final testing . 
Grouping of population- -
The groups were arranged according to I •Q• and 
observed behavioral patterns . The I · Q• was determined by 
the otis Quick-scoring mental ability tests which had been 
administered by the guidance counselor at the beginning of 
the school year . The arranging of the students into adjust-
ment groups was based on the reports of the teachers, the 
guidance counselor and myself, on what had been observed of 
the pupil's school behavior . rn the final ana~ys is twenty-
five students were selected and placed into four groupings: 
(a) High I • Q• , good adjustment; (b) high I •Q• , poor 
adjustment; (c) low r . Q., good adjustment; (d) low r.Q., 
poor adjustment . With the setting up of the groups we will 
now , through testing, be able to determine wh i ch group is 
most creative . 
schedule- -
After the selection and groupinQ: of the nonulat.ion J 
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a set of six drawing lessons will be given to the four groups 
over a period of six weeks . The detailed instructions and 
techniques for each lesson will be found in the appendix . 
The tests on creativity and adjustment were administered to 
the entire population over a period of one week. The 
Gordon Adjustment Tests were given during a 45 minute period . 
The tests on creativity imposed their own time restrictions 
which took approximately 45 minutes to complete. 
Testing of population- -Adjustment Tests 
Arriving at a test to score adjustment was one of 
the first problems faced . several tests were reviewed, the 
Heston personal Adjustment Inventory, the Washburne S-A 
Inventory , the Gordon personal profile and Inventory and 
others were considered as possible tests to be used to rate 
adjustment . In selecting the proper tests the guidance 
counselor was consulted . The Buras, Fifth Mental Measure-
ment yearbook was investigated for its information and 
comments made by people directly related to the field of 
testing . Favorable comments had been written about the 
Gordon personal profile and Inventory tests which were, in 
the final analysis, the tests selected to score ~djustment . 
These tests, although directly related to adjustment, also 
contained elements related to creativity . The Gordon 
personal Inventory gives quick, reliable measures of four 
aspects of personality which are significant in the daily 
functioning of the normal person--cautiousness, original 
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Thinking, Personal Relations, and Vigor. These represent 
psychologically meaningful and relatively independent fac-
tors which have been found to be important in determining 
the adjustment of the individual in social, educational, and 
industrial situations. Following are descriptions of the 
four traits measured by the inventory: 
(a) cautiousness- -
Individuals who are highly cautious, who consider 
matters very carefully before making decisions, and do 
not like to take chances or run risks, score high on 
this scale. Those who are impulsive, who act on the 
spur of the moment, make hurried or snap decisions, 
enjoy taking chances, and seek excitement, score low 
on this scale. 
(b) original Thinking- -
Those who tend to be original in their thinking, like 
to work with ideas, enjoy difficult problems, and are 
reflective, score high on this scale. Individuals who 
do not care for intellectual or creative activity, and 
who lack both an inquiring mind and a general inclina-
tion for original thinking, score low. 
(c) personal Relations--
High scores are made by those individuals who have great 
faith and trust in people, and are tolerant, patient, 
and understanding. Low scores reflect a lack of trust 
or confidence in people, a tendency to be critical of 
others and to become annoyed or irritated by what they 
do. 
(d) Vigor- -
High scores on this scale characterize individuals who 
are vigorous and energetic, who like to work and move 
rapidly, and who are able to accomplish more than the 
average person. Low scores are associated with low 
vitality or energy level, a preference for setting a 
slow pace, and a tendency to tire easily, to fall below 
average in terms of sheer output. 
The Gordon personal profile gives q~ick, reliable 
measures of five aspects of personality which are especially 
significant in the daily functioning of the normal person--
I 
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Ascendancy, Responsibility, Emotional stability and socia-
bility. The first four of these represent relatively 
independent, psychologically meaningful factors which have 
been found to be important in determining the adjustment of 
the individual in· many social, educational and industrial 
eituations. Following is an explanation of the traits 
measured by the profile: 
(a) Ascendancy- -
Those individuals who adopt an active role in group 
situations, who are self-assured and assertive in rela-
tionships with others, and who tend to make independent 
decisions, make high scores on this scale. Those who 
play a passive role in the group, who would rather 
observe than participate, who generally lack self-
confidence, who prefer to have others take the lead, 
and who tend to be overly dependent on others for 
advice, normally make low scores on this scale. 
(b) Responsibility- -
Those individuals who take responsibilities seriously, 
who are able to stick to any job and get it done, who 
are persevering and determined, score high on this 
scale. Individuals who are unable to stick to tasks 
that do not interest them, and in the extreme, who 
tend to be flighty or irresponsible, usually make low 
scores on this scale. 
(c) Emotional stability--
High scores on this scale characterize individuals 
who are well-balanced, emotionally stable, and rela-
tively free from anxiety and nervous tension. Low 
scores are associated with excessive anxiety, tension, 
hypersensitivity, and nervousness. Large negative 
scores may indicate the traditional 11neurotic". 
(d) sociability- -
High scores are made by individuals who like to be 
with and work with people, who are gregarious and 
sociable. Low scores reflect a lack of gregariousness, 
restriction in social contacts, and in the extreme, an 
avoidance of social relationships. 
The results from the Gordon tests will show the 
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adjustn1ent traits of the pupils in their groups and more 
important, give specific indications of the well adjustive-
ness or maladjustiveness of the individual. 
Tests on creativity 
With the relative newness of creativity in the field 
of testing, the availability of tests germane to the subject 
were relatively scarce. A possible lead on the subject was 
offered by my advisor, nr. Hoffa . on his suggestion a letter 
was written to Kenneth R· Beittel, Associate Professor of 
Art education at pennsylvania state university. The acknowl-
edgement by nr. Beittel opened many doors relative to testing 
and sources of creativity •• nr . J . P.Guilford 1 Drpartment of 
Psychology, university of southern california, was suggested 
as a possible source for testing materials; this lead proved 
most fruitful. nr . Guilford, as a psychologist, had explored 
at great length the field of creativity and from the knowledge 
gained through this investigation has published a series of 
tests to help recognize creative traits in people. The 
tests are published through the sheridan supply company, 
Beverly Hills, california. A booklet of the test offered 
was enclosed in the return letter from nr. Guilford. The 
tests on creativity are listed in the catalog under: 
(a) Ideational Fluency- -
The ability to envoke a large number of ideas in situa-
tions that present meaningful requirements. The 
quantity of ideas produced is most important; the 
quality (cleverness, originality, or aptness of 
expression) is unimportant. 
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(b) EXpressional Fluency- -
The ability to produce rapidlywords in connected 
discourse. The formation of phrase or sentence struc-
ture seems to be the relevant operation, the examinee 
giving a variety of responses to the same situation. 
(c) consequences- -
A score derived from the responses has had a consis-
tently substantial correlation with the facto~ identi-
fied as originality. The factor has been defined as 
"the ability to produce remotely associated, clever, 
or uncommon responses". The consequences test is 
representative of the first of the three qualities 
mentioned in this definition. 
selection of Judges 
rn selecting the judges it was felt that people 
directly associated with the teaching of art to children 
would be more aware of the characteristics relevant to 
junior high school student•s drawing abilities. At first it 
was thought that a commercial artist, a psychologist and an 
art teacher would be the more fa~orable group to judge the 
drawings, but in the final analysis the art teacher group 
was decided on as the better of the two possibilities. This 
decision was made in view of the fact that the art teacher 
group deals more directly with the art product of a child. 
rn using the three judges it was hoped that a more accurate 
cross-section of scoring would, in this instance, be more 
effective than a single judgement. This line of thinking 
germinated in the fact that a single judge with a set of 
background standrads might be prejudiced toward one style of 
painting and that a group with varied backgrounds would give 
a more honest and complete judgement. The judges were also 
I 
I 
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selected on the basis of different levels of teaching. one 
was a student teacher, one was a high school art teacher, 
and one a director of art. 
Proc&dure for Judging 
Each judge reviewed the drawings privately. The 
drawings were arranged in folders, with all of the drawings 
labeled and placed in alphabetical order. A mimeographed 
copy which included the drawings being scored, the alpha-
betical listings of the student•s names and a list of 
judging criteria were prepared for the judges. The method 
of scoring the paintings was discussed with the judges 
beforehand. The criteria were listed and defined as such: 
(1) originality- -
An uncommon response 
(2) Flexibility- -
Tolerance of ambiguity 
(3) Redefinition- -
Ability to rearrange and organize 
(4) Adaptive Flexibility- -
Ability to think abstractly; to adapt to an unfamiliar 
situation 
(5} sensitivity-te problems- -
Ability to generate your own problem for purpose of 
progress 
The judging material was selected from various 
sources tr~oughout the course of reading. The two sources 
most directly responsible for supplying the judging material 
was or. J.p.Guilford and w.Lambert Brittain (76:38) who 
separately conducted studies dealing with common attributes 
of creativity a means of reco~nizing creativity. 
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scoring of Drawings 
The judges were instructed to peruse the paintings 
before making a decision. A scale for scoring the drawings 
was given to each judge. The scale ranges from a score of 
1 equalling poor, 2 equalling fair 1 3 equalling average, 
4 equalling above average, and 5 equalling superior. Each 
drawing was scored individually and according to the scoring 
criteria. The total score of the set of drawings would give 
an indication of the range of creative talent in an indivi-
dual or in a group. This score could be correlated with the 
test scores on creativity. 
Limitations of this study 
In a pilot study of this type the amount of pupils 
participating is obviously a critical limitation. Another 
limitation is folmd in the geographic location of this 
study. Twenty-five students from one of three junior high 
schools located in one section of a greater Boston community, 
with a population of upwards to 95 1 000, is incapable of 
giving specific norms for the entire country. The testing 
of a population from other areas may have an effect on the 
findings. the age level and school setting also impose 
limitations on this study. rt is unlikely that the testing 
of a sixteen year old high school junior would give the 
same creative and adjustive results as the test results of 
a sixteen year old ninth grade student. The students 
maturation and school environment could account for such 
I 
....--
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differences. The socio-economic stature of the student is 
a limitation not considered in this paper. This condition 
could have a direct relationship to creativity. The find-
ings do proport to give indications of trends and behaviors 
as related to I·Q· I adjustment and creativity. Further 
investigation on a larger scale would be essential in sub-
stantiating the findings. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
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Introduction 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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It was the purpose of this study to investigate the 
field of creativity as it re l ates t o I •Q• and adjustment . 
upon procurement of I •Q• scores , from school sources, a 
series of tests on creativity and adjustment were given to 
a ninth grade junior high school population. 
Description of the study 
Fifty-two ninth grade students were originally 
selected to participate in this study. The age level encom-
passing the 14 to 17 year olds . The final twenty-five 
participants were selected acco~g to I · Q• and observed 
school adjustment patterns . The I · Q· was determined by the 
otis Quick-Scoring Mental Measurement Test . The adjustment 
classification was based on the observations made of the 
pupils by the teachers . A series of adjustment and creati-
vity tests were given to each of the four groups which were 
arranged according to I · Q· and adjustment . The groups were 
placed as follows : (a) High I · Q• , good adjustment; (b) High 
I •Q• , poor adjustment ; (c) Low I •Q• , good adjustment; (d) 
Low I •Q•, poor adjustment . In testing for adjustment the 
Go~n personal Profile and Inventory Tests were selected . 
The test used to trace creativitY were formulated bY 
1 
J 
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Dr . J . p. auilford, the noted psychologist and authority on 
creativity. Further indications of cr eativity were obtained 
from the results of six drawing lessons that were prepared 
and taught to the twenty-five participating pupils . Three 
art teachers were selected to score the drawings. The 
criteria for scoring were obtained from the creativity 
traits as set up by Dr . Guilford . The drawings were rated 
on the basis of a one to five scale . An attempt was made 
to determine which group produced the best creative results . 
The lessons and testing covered a period of six weeks . 
Implications for further study 
A. The effects of conformity on creativity . 
B· The s~pressing of creativity by society . 
c. The unconscious and creativity . 
D. Imagination and its effect on creativity . 
E. The acceptance of the creative person as 
a member of the group. 
F . A study of environment as it relates to 
creativity . 
a. The neurotic and creativity . 
H· Feminine traits as a characteristic of 
creativity . 
I 
I 
I 
conclusions 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the 
rating of the drawings and the test scores: 
(1) Gordon person profile - Ascendancy 
T-score 
Mean 
Good Adjustment 
Group I Group II 
High I•Q• LOW I•Q• 
31 
5.1 
17 
2.8 
Poor Adjustment 
Group III Group IV 
High I•Q• LOW I•Q• 
-13 16 
-2.1 3.2 
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Group I scored highest of the four groups on this trait 
which indicates individuals who are self-assured and asser-
tive in relationships with others. 
(2) Gordon personal profile - Responsibility 
T-Score 
Mean 
Good Adjustment 
Group I Group II 
High I•Q• Low I•Q• 
7 
1.16 
-3 
-.50 
poor Adjustment 
Group III Group IV 
High I•Q• LOW I•Q• 
-1 
-.16 
5 
1.00 
The positive scores obtained by groups one and four indicate 
individuals who take responsibility, who are able to stick 
to any job and get it done and who are perserving and 
determined. 
(3) Gordon Personal Profile - Emotional stability 
T ... score 
Mean 
Good Adjustment 
Group I Group II 
High I•Q• LOW I•Q• 
9 
1.50 
-3 
-.50 
Poor Adjustment 
Group III Group IV 
High I·Q• Low I•Q• 
2 8 
1.60 
II 
1 
I 
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The higher scores obtained by Groups I and IV characterize 
the type of person who really gets upset and is relatively 
well-balanced emotionally. Low scores of Groups II and III 
are indicative of individuals who tend to get upset very 
easily, and are rather nervous. 
(4) Gordon Personal Profile - sociability 
T-score 
Good Adjustment 
Group I Group II 
High I•Q• LOW I•Q• 
41 
6.83 
31 
5.16 
Poor Adjustment 
Group III Group IV 
High I•Q• LOW I•Q• 
10 
1.66 
37 
7.40 
The highest score was made by Group IV with Groups I and II 
obtaining high scores. The high scores were made by indi-
viduals who like to be with and work with people. The low 
score of Group III reflect a lack of gregariousness. 
(5) Gordon personal Inventory - Cautiousness 
T-score 
Mean 
Good Adjustment 
Group I· Group II 
High I•Q• LOW I•Q• 
28 
4.66 
20 
3.33 
Poor Adjustment 
Group III Group IV 
High I•Q• LOW I•Q• 
-16 
-2.66 
2 
.40 
The high scores of Groups I and II reflect individuals who 
are highly cautious, who consider matters before making 
decisions, and do not like to take chances or run risks. 
The minus score of Group III indicates those individuals 
who are impulsive and who make hurried or snap decisions. 
f 
(6) Gordon personal Inventory - original Thinking 
T-score 
Mean 
Good Adjustment 
Group I Group II 
High I•~Q• LOW I.Q_. 
2? 
4.50 
1 
.16 
poor Adjustment 
Group III Group IV 
High I•Q• LOW I•Q• 
-3 
-.50 
21 
4.20 
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Those who tend to be original in their thinking, like to 
work with ideas, enjoy difficult problems, and are reflec-
tive, score high on this scale. Groups I and IV scored 
high on this sc@le with Group III obtaining a minus rating. 
{?) Gordon Personal Inventory - personal Relations 
T-score 
Mean 
Good Adjustment 
Group I Group II 
High I•Q• LOW I•Q• 
1? 
2.83 
21 
3.50 
Poor Adjustment 
Group III Group IV 
High I•Q• LOW I•Q• 
-2 34 
-.33 6.80 
High scores were made by those individuals who have great 
faith and trust in people and are tolerant, patient, and 
understanding.. Group IV scored highest in this trait. 
(8) Gordon Personal Inventory - Vigor 
T-score 
Mean 
Good Adjustment 
Group I Group II 
High I•Q• LOW I•Q• 
42 
?.00 
12 
2.00 
poor Adjustment 
Group III Group IV 
High I•Q• LOW I•Q• 
-3 
-.50 
9 
1.80 
The high score of group I on this scale characterizes indi-
viduals who are vigorous and energetic, who like to work and 
who are able to accomplish more than the average person. 
Group III obtained a minus rating. 
Total Group Adjustment scores 
T-score 
Mean 
Good Adjustment 
Group I Group II 
High I•Q• LOW I•Q• 
202 
25.2 
106 
13.2 
Poor Adjustment 
Group III Group IV 
High I•Q• LOW I•Q• 
-26 
-3.2 
132 
16.5 
Group I scored substantially higher than the remains three 
groups in the overall picture of the adjustment traits. 
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Group III obtained minus scores which indicate an unfavorable 
adjustment pattern. 
Ideational Fluency 
T-score 
Mean 
Good Adjustment 
Group I Group II 
High I•Q• LOW I•Q• 
204 
34.0 
161 
26.8 
poor Adjustment 
Group III Group IV 
High I•Q• LOW I•Q• 
182 
26.0 
134 
26.8 
Ideational fluency is the ability to evoke a large number of 
ideas in situations that present meaningful requirements. 
The high T-score of Group I reflects this creative ability. 
EXpressional Fluency 
T-score 
Mean 
Good Adjustment 
Group I Group II 
High I•Q• Low I •Q• 
52 30 
8.6 5.0 
poor Adjustment 
Group III Group IV 
High I•Q• Low I·Q• 
42 
6.0 
20 
4.0 
Expressional fluency is the ability to produce rapidly words 
in connected discourse. This creative type of thinking is 
I 
I 
reflected in the T-Score of Group I and Group III· 
consequences Test Remote Responses 
T-score 
Mean 
T- score 
Mean 
Good Ad j ustment Poor Adjustment 
Group I Group II Group III Group IV 
High I · Q• LOW I •Q• High I • Q• LOW I · Q• 
109 26 59 24 
18 . 1 4 . 3 8 . 4 4 . 8 
Obvious Responses 
Good Adjustment 
Group I Group II 
High I •Q• LOW I •Q• 
182 
30 . 3 
120 
20 . 0 
poor Adjustment 
Group III Group IV 
High I•Q• LOW I•Q• 
162 
23 . 1 
106 
21 . 2 
The consequences test is representative of the following : 
The ability to produce remotely associated, clever, or 
uncommon responses . Remote responses are important in 
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providing a score for originality . The high T-score of 
Group I is indicative of individuals who display the ability 
to think abstractly . 
Drawing score 
Good Adjustment Poor Adjustment 
Group I Group II Group III Group IV 
High I •Q• LOW I · Q· High I•Q• LOW I •Q• 
T- score 1759 1792 1163 1019 
Mean 47 . 5 48 . 9 43 . 0 41 . 6 
Number of 
Drawings 37 35 27 24 
The judgments obtained on the drawings are used to give 
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graphic illustrations of the creativeness of each group. 
The conclusions for this study are derived directly 
from the results of the adjustment and creativity tests and 
from the judgments of the drawings. The adjustment scores 
obtained by the High r.Q., Good Adjustment group, show them 
to be the group which displays favorable adjustment patterns. 
The low score of the High r.Q., Poor Adjustment group, 
reflects an inability to adjust to their environment. From 
the two scores we can say that I•Q• has no correlation with 
adjustment. 
The consequences test shows the High I•Q• group to 
have a more unique and creative response to problems; this 
uniqueness of response depreciates as we move from the High 
I•Q• group to the low I·Q· group. The lowest scores obtained 
were by the low I•Q•, poor Adjustment group. The same is 
true in the expressional fluency and ideational fluency 
tests. This would indicate that the High r.Q., Good Adjust-
ment group possess the qualities of originality on a higher 
level than the other groups. As the r.Q. and adjustment 
decline so does the score of originality. From the informa-
tion contained in the creativity tests we can conclude that 
a person with a high I·Q• displays the abilities to think 
creatively and that I·Q· is related to creativity. 
The high ratings of the drawings which are indicated 
for the high r.Q., good and ppor adjustment groups, show that 
these groups are more creative than the low I•Q• group. The 
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quality of the drawings, in regard to originality and band-
ling of the problem, are at a high level in the high I·Q· 
groups. This is especially true in the lessons that deal 
with intangible subject matter (blot drawings). The low 
I•Q• group were able to cope with realistic types of pro-
blems, which required a minimum of thought. 
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APPENDIX 
Materials: 
Time Limit: 
stimulation 
for Lesson: 
observations 
and Objectives: 
LESSON A 
WORD DRAWING 
crayons or watercolor; 12" x 18" white 
drawing paper . 
64 
None (Although no time limit was set the 
length of the school period is 45 minutes. 
Most of the group managed to finish in the 
45 minute segment . ) 
After the material had been distributed I 
spoke to the class very briefly about how 
words can sometimes mean different things 
and I used sample words to illustrate this 
point . After this two to three minute 
motivation the word "hole" was written on 
the board. It was mentioned to the class 
how this word had many meanings. I 
suggested to the class to begin drawing 
when they were ready and to hold their 
paper any way they saw fit. 
Although the class was not divided into 
their respective groups it ias interest-
ing to note that due to mutual interests 
or class relationships, each group divided 
itself into general groupings to which 
they had unknowingly been assigned. This 
was particularly evident in the congrega-
tion of the high I · Q·'s on one side of the 
room and the low I•Q•'S on the other---
they were not assigned to seats but were 
allowed to sit where they pleased. 
It was found in this plan- the high I·Q· 
well adjusted group, after a brief thought 
session progressed very satisfactorily 
with their work while the low I•Q• group 
had some difficulty getting started ana 
I 
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although starting late in many cases, 
finished early. If additional time was 
desired the students were allowed to return 
after school and complete the drawing. In 
many instances the high I•Q• drawings were 
characterized by abstract and dreamy sub-
jects, low r.Q.'s by realism and common-
place. 
--
Materials: 
Time Limit: 
stimulation 
for Lesson: 
Observations 
and Objectives: 
LESSON B 
SENTENCE DRAWING 
crayons or watercolor; 12" x 18" white 
drawing paper. 
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None (Although no time limit was set the 
length of the school period is 45 minutes. 
Most of the group managed to finish in the 
45 minute segment.) 
Before the group entered the room the 
following beginnings of sentences were 
placed on the board: 
a. All of a sudden ••• 
b. In the distance ••• 
c. suddenly I saw ••• 
once materials were distributed, it was 
explained to the class that these begin-
nings of sentences were to be the lesson 
for the day. They were to complete one 
of the sentences in their own woras and 
make a painting about that sentence 
completion. They were instructed to hold 
their paper any way they desired and begin 
working. 
once again it was the high I·Q• students 
who arrived at ideas very readily and the 
low I·Q·'s who found it difficult to 
obtain ideas. During the painting activity 
the self-imposed division of groups per-
sisted. It was found that during this 
lesson, and this seemed to apply to all 
the other lesson~, that the low I·Q·, poor 
adjustment group, were given to conversa-
tion during the course of the lesson. The 
high I·Q· group had a self-imposed value 
67 
of dicipline which they followed as they 
worked without interruption. This factor 
could be the result of the low I·Q· groups 
finding it difficult to cope with the 
problem and resorting to discussion among 
themselves. 
Materials : 
Time Limit: 
stimulation for 
Lesson : 
observations 
and Objecti vas : 
LESSON C 
LINE DRAWING 
crayons or watercol or; 12" x 18" white 
drawing paper . 
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None (Although no time limit was set the 
length of the school period is 45 minutes . 
Most of the group managed to finish in the 
45 minute segment . ) 
After the distribution of the material the 
class was asked to draw a line on the 
paper, which could be done in pencil, 
crayon or watercolor . Length, shape, size 
and placement of the line were decided by 
the student . The papers were then ex-
changed . Next the students were asked to 
look at the single line and to develop a 
drawing from it . Any amount of colors and 
other lines could be added to make a pic-
ture as long as the student evolved a 
painting from the original line. 
The objective in this lesson and all the 
others was to give the students a minimum 
of information in order to determine the 
adaptive flexibility of the individual to 
a situation of this sort . rt was also 
significant that in each lesson the 
briefest possible stimulation period was 
afforded the student to bring out the 
qualities of his creativity . rn observing 
the students as they worked, it appeared 
that those students possessing the high 
I · Q· worked longer and obtained more 
unique result! . 
I 
Materials: 
Time Limit: 
stimulation 
for Lesson: 
Observations 
and Objectives: 
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LESSON D 
BLOT DRAWING 
Watercolor; 12" X 18 11 White drawing paper. 
None (Although no time limit was set the 
length of the school period is 45 minutes. 
Most of the group managed to finish in the 
45 minute segment.) 
The students were instructed to fold their 
drawing paper in half. Next they took 
their paint brushes, saturated with color, 
and dropped the color into the crevice of 
the paper. The paper was folded together, 
pressure applied to the areas where color 
had been placed which forced the spreading 
and blending of colors. The paper was 
then unfolded with a blot of color appear-
ing on the paper. "From the blot" the 
group was told, "you are to make your 
drawing". The subject matter, the amount 
of color and lines used, was entirely 
up to the pupil. 
once again in observing the students as 
they worked it was evident that the high 
I·Q·'s, both poor and well adjusted, were 
able to cope with the ambiguity of a blot, 
while in many instances the low I •Q•, poor 
and well adjusted groups, met with little 
success. They found it difficult adjust-
ing to the situation. For example, the 
drawing by Griswold of the low I·Q•, good 
adjustment group. (PlateXX ) 
one of the objectives in giving this 
lesson was to see how flexible and creative 
the groups were in the handling of an 
abstract lesson .. 
Materials: 
Time Limit: 
stimulation for 
Lesson: 
observations 
and Objectives: 
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LESSON E 
ROOM DRAWING 
pencil and 9" x 12" white drawing paper. 
None (Although no time limit was set the 
length of the school period is 45 minutes. 
Most of the group managed to finish in the 
45 minute segment.) 
An extnemely brief stimulation period was 
used in this lesson. The group was told to 
select a room in their home with which they 
were most familiar and to make a detailed 
pencil drawing of that room. The drawing 
paper could be held to suit the desire of 
the person. 
This particular lesson was geared to 
explore the visual backlog of information 
retained by individuals, to see how much 
of a familiar surrounding could be brought 
to the surface in this drawing. The charac-
teristics of a creative personality to hold 
and store information in a mental warehouse 
is an objective investigated by t he room 
drawing. rn judging and reviewing this set 
of drawings we are limited as to the relia-
bility of the content because the student 
might tend to glamorize or idealize a 
drawing of a room in his home. rt was felt 
that in most of the drawings the sketches 
were true representations; if additions 
were made by the student the author feels 
that this can be interpreted as a creative 
response and judged accordingly. 
I 
Materials: 
Time Limit: 
stimulation 
for Lesson: 
observations 
and Objectives: 
LESSON F 
LEISURE DRAWING 
crayons or watercolor; 12" x 18" white 
drawing paper . 
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None (Although no time limit was set the 
length of the school period is 45 minutes . 
Most of the group managed to finish in the 
45 minute segment . ) 
Slightly more emphasis was placed on moti-
vating the student in this lesson, by 
·means of a discussion of how school and 
home duties take up a limited amount of 
our time and how leisure time is increas-
ingly becoming an important part of our 
American way of life . rt was pointed out 
how people spend their spare time with 
painting, sports, relaxing, etc. After 
the exchange of ideas concerning leisure 
time, the group was asked to make a paint-
ing of what they did in their leisure time . 
The main objective of this lesson was to 
correlate it with the Gordon Adjustment 
Tests to see if the drawings gave similiar 
indications as those of the tests in 
regard to adjustment and, in particular, 
to the trait of sociability. Although 
emphasis was placed on its adjustive values 
the creative potential of the drawing is 
intrinsic to the study in obtaining a score 
of the drawing as it relates to creativity. 
PLATE I 
Robert Lodico High I.Q. Good Adjustment 
PLATE II 
Sandra Hildreth High I.Q. Good Adjustment 
"' 
"' 
"' 
"' 
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PLATE III 
Beverly Benekgey High I.Q. Good Adjustment 
Barry Hartnett High I.Q. Good Adjustment 
PLATE IV 
3: 
l> 
-< 
en 
"' 
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PLATE V 
Joyce weene High I.Q. Good Adjustment 
Joyce weene High I.Q. Good Adjustment 
PLATE VI 
"' N 
"' N 
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PLATEVII 
Elizabeth Doyle High I.Q. Good Adjustment 
Beverly Bendekgey High I .. Q. Good Adjustment 
PLATE VIII 
0> 
"' 
0> 
"' 
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PLATE IX 
Theresa Donovan High I.Q. Poor Adjustment 
Theresa Donovan High I.Q. Poor Adjustment 
PLATE X 
C1l 
"' 
;: 
"' -< 
C1l 
"' 
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PLATE XI 
· Patrica Young High I.Q. Poor Adjustment 
Dolores Raccioppi High I.Q. Poor Adjustment 
PLATE XII 
"' 
"' 
"' 
"' 
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PLATE XIII 
John Cottier High I.Q. Poor Adjustment 
Madelyn Travaglia High I.Q. Poor Adjustment 
PLATE XIV 
m 
"' 
m 
"' 
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PLATE XV 
John naveta High I.Q. Poor Adjustment 
Charles Ashby High I.Q. Poor Adjustment 
PLATE XVI 
79 
PLATE XVII 
· Kevin Palmer Low I,Q, Good Adjustment 
Charles Phillips Low I.Q. Good Adjuetment 
PLATE XVIII 
m 
"' 
3: 
.. 
-< I 
m 
"' 
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PLATE XIX 
Lorraine Griswold Low I.Q. Good Adjustment 
Lorraine Griswold Low I.Q. Good Adjustment 
PLATE XX 
;: 
.. 
-< 
;: 
.. 
-< 
"' 
"' 
"' 
"' 
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PLATE XXI 
Patricia Frederickson Low I.Q. Good Adjustment 
Patricia Frederickson Low I.Q. Good Adjustment 
PLATE XXII 
Ol 
"' 
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PLATE XXIII 
Joan Rodriques Low I.Q. Good Adjustment 
Joseph Sylvain Low I.Q. Good Adjustment 
PLATE XXIV 
"' 
"' 
"' )> 
-< 
"' 
"' 
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PLATE XXV 
Catherine Cronin Low I.Q. Poor Adjustment 
Paul Ricci Low I.Q. Poor Adjustment 
PLATE XXVI 
3: 
l> 
-< 
"' 
"' 
3: 
l> 
-< 
"' 
"' 
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PLATE XXVII 
Ralph Zirpolo Low I.Q. Poor Adjustment 
Ruth Demone Low I.Q. Poor Adjustment 
PLATE XXVIII 
"' 
"' 
~ 
.. 
-< 
"' 
"' 
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PI.ATE XXIX 
sharon Irvine Low I.Q. Poor Adjustment 
David Dalrymple Low I.Q. Poor Adjustment 
PLATE XXX 
"' 
"' 
86 
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> booklet are a number of descriptions of personal characteristics of people. These descriptions are grouped 
of four. You are to examine each set and find the one description that is most like you. Then make a solid 
mark between the pair of dotted lines beside the statement, in the column headed M (most). 
ext examine the other three statements in the set and find the one description that is least like you; then make 
black mark between ,the pair of dotted lines beside that statement, in the column headed L (least). 
Here is a sample set: M L 
has an excellent appetite ....................... . 
gets sick very often ........................... . : : I 
follows a well-balanced diet .. .. ........ .. ........ . : 
doesn't get enough exercise ..... .... . ........... . I 
rppose that you have examined the four descriptive statements in the sample and have decided that, although 
l of the statements apply to you to some degree, "doesn't get enough exercise" is more like you than any 
others. You would place a mark beside that statement in the column headed M (most), as shown in the sam-
)Ve. 
ou would then examine the other three statements to decide which one is least like you. Suppose that "gets 
1ry often" is less like you than the others. You would place a mark beside the statement in the column headed 
:t), as shown in the sample above. 
)revery set you should have one and only one m::trk in theM (most) column, and one and only one mark in the 
:t) column . 
. some cases it may be difficult to decide which statements you should mark. Make the best decisions you 
Remember, this is not a test; there are no right or wrong answers. You should mark those statements which 
early apply to you. Be sure to mark one statement as being most like you, and one statement as being least 
u. Mark every set; Turn the booklet over and begin. 
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Copyright 1951, 1953, by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved 
PRIN1'ED IN U.S.A. GPP-11 
This form is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law. 
a 
Mark your answers in column A A 
·------
M L 
a good mixer socially .......................... . 
lacking in self-confidence ....................... . 
thorough in any work undertaken ............... . 
tends to be somewhat emotional ................ . 
M L 
not interested in being with other people ......... . 
free from anxieties or tensions .................. . 
quite an unreliable person ...................... . 
takes the lead in group discussion ............... . : : 
M L 
acts somewhat jumpy and nervous .............. . 
a strong influence on others .................... . 
does not like social gatherings .................. . 
a very persistent and steady worker ............. . : 
M L 
finds it easy to make new acquaintances ......... . 
cannot stick to the same task for long ........... . 
easily managed by other people ................. . 
maintains self-control even when frustrated ...... . : : : 
M L 
able to make important decisions without help .... . 
does not mix easily with new people ............. . 
inclined to be tense or high-strung .............. . : 
sees a job through despite difficulties ............ . : : 
M L 
not too interested in mixing socially with people ... . 
: 
doesn't take responsibilities seriously ............ . 
: : 
steady and composed at all times ............... . 
takes the lead in group activities ................ . 
M L 
a person who can be relied upon ................ . 
"'easily upset when things go wrong .............. . 
not too sure of own opinions. . . . . . . . . . ... . ..... . 
prefers to be around other people ............... . 
M L 
: 
finds it easy to influence other people ............ . 
gets the job done in the face of any obstacle ...... . 
limits social relations to a select few ............. . 
tends to be a rather nervous person ............. . 
M L 
doesn't make friends very readily ............... . 
takes an active part in group affairs ............. . 
keeps at routine duties until completed .......... . 
not too well-balance& emotionally ............... . 
Turn the page and go on. E s 
Mark your answers in column B B A 
M M 
assured in relationships with others .................... . 
feelings are rather easily hurt . ....... ....... ... ...... . . ' 
follows well-developed work habits ..................... . 
would rather keep to a small group of friends ............ . 
M M L 
becomes irritated somewhat readily .................... . 
' 
capable of handling any situation ...................... . 
does not like to converse with strangers ................. . 
thorough in any work performed ....................... . 
' 
M M L 
prefers not to argue with other people .................. . 
unable to keep to a fixed schedule ...................... . : : : 
a calm and unexcitable person . .. ..................... . . 
inclined to be highly sociable ...... ..... ...... ......... . : : 
' 
M M L 
free from worry or care ............................... . 
lacks a sense of responsibility .......................... . 
not interested in mixing with the opposite sex .... .. ..... . : ' 
skillful in handling other people. . . . . . . . . .............. . 
M M L 
finds it easy to be friendly with others .................. . 
prefers to let others take the lead in group activity ... .. .. . 
seems to have a worrying nature ......... ..... ......... . : 
sticks to a job despite any difficulty .................... . : : 
M M L 
able to sway other people's opinions .. .. ..... ........ .. . 
lacks interest in joining group activities . . ............... . : 
quite a nervous person ............................... . : 
very persistent in any task undertaken ................. . 
M M L 
calm and easygoing in manner ......................... . ' 
cannot stick to the task at hand ....................... . : : 
enjoys having lots of people around .................... ~ 
not too confident of own abilities .... .............. ... . . 
M M L 
can be relied upon entirely ............................ . ' ' : 
doesn't care for the company of most people ............ . : : 
finds it rather difficult to relax ......................... . : : 
takes an active part in group discussion ................ . : : 
M M 
doesn't give up easily on a problem .................... . : 
inclined to be somewhat nervous in manner ....... ...... . : 
lacking in self -assurance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : : : 
prefers to pass the time in the com pan,- of others ........ . ' 
A R E s 
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booklet are a nu:r;nber of descriptions of personal characteristics of people. These descriptions are grouped 
of four. You are to examine each set and find the one description that is most like you. Then make a solid 
nark between the pair of dotted lines beside the statement, in the column headed M (most). 
~xt examine the other three statements in the set and find the one description that is least like you; then make 
black mark between ~he pair of dotted lines beside that statement, in the column headed L (least). 
Here is a sample set: M L 
prefers to get up early in the morning ........... . I 
doesn't care for popular music .................. . : 
has an excellent command of English ............ . 
obtains a poorly balanced diet ................. . . I 
tppose that you have examined the four descriptive statements in the sample and have decided that, although 
. of the statements apply to you to some degree, "obtains a poorly balanced diet" is more like you than any 
others. You would place a mark beside that statement in the column headed M (most), as shown in the sam-
we. 
ou would then examine the other three statements to decide which one is least like you. Suppose that "prefers 
up early in the morning" is less like you than the others. You would place a mark beside the statement in 
.umn headed L (least), as shown in the sample above. 
)revery set you should have one and only one mark in theM (most) column, and one and only one mark in the 
;t) column. 
l some cases it may be difficult to decide which statements you should mark. Make the best decisions you 
~emember, this is not a test; there are no right or wrong answers. You should mark those statements which 
early apply to you. Be sure to mark one statement as being most like you, and one statement as being least 
u. Mark every set~ Turn the booklet over and begin. 
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Mark your answers in column A 
a very original thinker .. . . .... . .. . . . ....... .. .. .. . 
a somewhat slow and leisurely person . ... .. ... . .... . 
tends to be critical of others ......... . . .. . .. ... . .. . 
makes decisions only after a great deal of thought . . . . 
believes that everyone is essentially honest . . ... .. . . .. . 
likes to take it relatively easy at work or play ... . ... . 
has a very inquiring attitude ....... .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . 
tends to act on impulse . . .. ..... . ..... . . ... . .. . . .. . 
a very energetic person . .. ....... . ... .... .. .. . . . ... · 
doesn't get angry at other people ..... . . . ... .. ..... . 
dislikes working on complex and difficult problems . .. . 
prefers gay parties to quiet gatherings .. .... ...... .. . 
enjoys philosophical discussions .......... . .. . ..... . . 
gets tired somewhat easily .. . .. . ... . .............. . 
considers matters very carefully before acting ...... . . 
does not have a great deal of confidence in people .. .. . 
likes to work primarily with ideas ............ . ..... . 
does things at a rather slow pace . ............ . .... . 
very careful when making a decision . . ............. . 
finds a number of people hard to get along with .... . . 
a great person for taking chances ............... . .. . 
becomes irritated at other people quite readily ... . . . . 
can get a great deal done in a short time ......... .. . 
spends considerable time thinking of new ideas . ..... . 
a very patient person ....... .. .... .... . ... . ..... . . . 
seeks thrills and excitement ... .. ..... . . ......... . . . 
able to keep working for long stretches . . .... ... .... . 
would rather carry out a project than plan it ....... . . 
feels very tired and weary at the end of the day ..... . 
inclined to make hurried or snap judgments . . . . .... . 
doesn't get resentful toward other people .. .. ... ... . . 
has a great thirst for knowledge . . ... , . . ....... ... . . 
does not act on the spur of the moment ......... . .. . 
becomes irritated by faults in others . ......... . .. . . . 
lacks interest in doing critical thinking . ......... .. . . 
.. .. ... prefers to work rapidly . .. .... .. . .......... . ... .. . . 
inclined to become very annoyed at people .... ... ... . 
likes to keep "on the go" all the time ........ .. .. . . . 
would rather not take chances or run risks .... . ... . . . 
prefers work requiring little or no original thought ... . 
Turn the page and go on. 
Mark your answers in column 8 B 
M L 
a very cautious person .. .. . .... . ....... ..... .. . .... .. . 
prefers to work rather slowly .. . .. . .......... .... ... ... . 
very tactful and diplomatic .. . ......... . . .. . . . . ... . ... . 
would rather not occupy the mind with deep thoughts .... . 
M 
loses patience readily with people .. ...... . ............ . . 
has somewhat less endurance than most people . ......... . 
tends to be creative and original ...... . .... . ........... . 
doesn't care much for excitement ...... ... .... .... . . ... . 
M 
tends to act on hunches .... . . .. . .... ....... . ..... . .. . . 
has a great deal of vigor and drive . . ..... . ... . . ... .. ... . 
doesn't trust people until they prove themselves . .... ... . . 
enjoys questions involving considerable thought . . .... ... . 
M 
doesn't like to work at a fast pace ..................... . 
has great faith in people .... . .. ...... . .. .. . . .. . .. . .... . 
tends to give in to the wishes of the moment .. . ......... . 
enjoys working out complicated problems ... . ... . . . ..... . 
M 
a very energetic worker .................. : ... ......... . 
accepts criticism with very good grace ....... . .. .. . . .... . 
dislikes problems requiring a great deal of reasoning .. .. .. . 
inclined to act first and think afterward ....... . ... .. ... . 
M 
speaks nothing but the best about other people . . .... .... . 
very cautious before proceeding ... .......... ... .. .... .. : 
not interested in thought-provoking discussions . . .. ... ... . 
does not hurry in going from place to place . . ...... ... .. . . 
M 
doesn't have an inquiring mind ... .. ...... . ............ . 
doe§n't act on impulse .... . .... . ..... . . .. ... . .. . . .. ... . 
generally bursting with energy .. . ....... ..... .......... . 
... becomes irritated by weaknesses in other people . . .. . .. .. . 
M 
able to get more things done than other people .......... . 
> enjoys taking chances just for the excitement ... . ........ . 
takes offense when subjected to criticism . . ............. . 
0. would rather work with ideas than things . . . . ... .... .... . 
M 
very trustful of other people .. .. ....... . ...... ..... ... . 
0 prefers work that is routine and simple .... .... ......... . 
does things on the spur of the moment . .... . ..... . ... . . . 
v full of vigor and vitality ..... ..... . .... ......... . ..... . 
M 
+ I ~ r,; 
~ 
"' 
makes decisions much too quickly . . .. . . . . .... ... ..... . . 
., ., 8 0 ti 
0 ci ~ 
z z 0 Q 
00 
has a great liking for everybody ...... . ....... . ... .. . . . . 
maintains a lively pace at work or play ......... .. . . .... . 
does not have a great interest in acquiring knowledge .... . 
EXPRESSIONAL FLUENCY 
Form A 
By Paul R. Christensen and J. P. Guilford 
NAME 
(Print)~L~a-s~t--------~F~ir--s~t--------~t1~ia~ar1e--
GROUP DATE 
-------------------
M 
SEX 
F 
1 
SCORE II 
III 
IV 
Total 
In this test you are to write sentences each made up of four words. 
Each word must begin with the letter indicated. 
SAMPLE ITEM: 
K* u~~ y~ i ~ 
KA_lL u~ y~ i ~ 
K~ u~ y? i ~ K u y i 
The task in this item is to write sentences using words that begin 
with the given letters: K, u, y, and i, in that order. The test contain.s items 
similar to this one. You will be required to write as many four-word senten-
ces as you can, using words that begin with the given letters. 
WAIT FOR THE SIGNAL BEFORE TURNING THIS PAGE. 
All sentences should make sense and be complete. Avoid using the 
same word twice. Your score will be the number of acceptable sentences you 
write in the time allowed. 
There are four parts to this test. You will have 2 minutes for each 
part. Are there any questions? 
STOP HERE. WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
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PART I 
L c e n 
L . c e n 
L c e n 
L c e n 
L c e n 
L c e n 
L c e n 
L c e n 
L c e n 
L c e n 
L c e n 
L c e n 
L c e n 
L c e n 
L c e n 
L c e n 
STOP HERE. WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
PART II 
F 0 s p 
F 0 s p 
F 0 s p 
F 0 s p 
F 0 s p 
F 0 s p 
F 0 s p 
F 0 s p 
F 0 s p 
F 0 s p 
F 0 s p 
F 0 s p 
F 0 s p 
F 0 s p 
F 0 s p 
F 0 s p 
STOP HERE. WAlT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
PART III 
B t h d 
B t h d 
B t h d 
B t h d 
B t h d 
B t h d 
B t h d 
B t h d 
B t h d 
B t h d 
B t h d 
B t h d 
B t h d 
B t h d 
B t h d 
B t h d 
STOP HERE. WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
PART IV 
M a r g 
M a r g 
M a r g 
M a r g 
M a r. g 
M a r g 
M a r g 
M a r g 
M a r g 
M a r 
M a r g 
M a r g 
M a r g 
M a r g 
M a r g 
M a r g 
STOP HERE. WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
IDEATIONAL FLUENCY I 
Form A 
By Paul R. Christensen and J. P. Guilford 
NAME 
(Print)_,L,_a-s~t----------~F~ir--s~t----------,M~i'd'd'le--
ORGANIZATION 
-------------------------------
SEX: M 
----
I 
SCORES: II 
III 
IV 
GROUP DATE Total 
----------------
F 
In this test you are to name things that belong in certain classes. 
SAMPLE ITEM: 
Name FLUIDS that will 
BURN. 
In this sample item, the task is to make a list of fluids that will burn. 
Four such fluids have been listed by way of example. Of course, there are 
many other answers that could be listed. 
For this test, a fluid is any non-living thing that is liquid or gas. A 
solid is a.ny non-living thing that is not liquid or gas. 
The items in this test will be somewhat like the sample item above. 
Your task will be to write as many things as you can that belong to certain 
classes. If you are not certain whether a thing fits the class, write it down ; 
anyway and try to think of another suitable thing. 
WAIT FOR THE SIGNAL BEFORE TURNING THIS PAGE. 
There will be four parts tothistest. Youwillhave 3 minutesperpart. 
Are there any questions? 
STOP HERE. WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
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PART I 
Name FLUIDS that are suitable for 
DRINKING. 
Acceptable - milk 
Not acceptable -. ether 
STOP HERE. WAlT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
Name SOLIDS that 
FLOAT on water. 
Acceptable - a cork 
Not acceptable - oil 
PART II 
STOP HERE. WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
PART III 
Name ARTICLES of CLOTHING. 
Acceptable - coat 
Not acceptable - spectacles 
STOP HERE. WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
PART IV 
Name SOLIDS that are generally used as 
FOOD and that are 
SWEET TASTING. 
Acceptable - sugar 
Not acceptable - flour 
STOP HERE. WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
CONSEQUENCES 
By P.R. Christensen, P.R. Merrifield, and J. P. Guilford 
M I-V 
NAME SEX F SCORES VI-X 
(Print) Last First Middle 
Total 
GROUP DATE 
This is a test of your ability to think of a large number of ideas 
in connection with a new and unusual situation. 
Look at a sample item. 
SAMPLE ITEM: 
What would be the results if people no longer needed or wanted sleep? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Of course, there are many more possible results that could 
have been written. 
There will be 10 different situations somewhat like the one 
above, each one on a separate page. Four examples will be included for 
each item. You will be given two minutes on each page to write down 
other possible results. Write as many different consequences or possible 
results of the change as you can. Your answers need not be complete 
sentences. Your score will be the total number of different consequences 
that you write in the time given you. 
Are there any questions? 
STOP HERE. WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
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LIST AS MANY DIFFERENT 
CONSEQUENCES AS YOU CAN. 
X. 
What would be the results if suddenly no one could use arms or hands? 
a. Learn to use feet more 
b. No need for gloves 
c. Clothing would be changed 
d. Couldn't drive cars 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
STOP HERE. WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
LIST AS MANY DIFFERENT 
CONSEQUENCES AS YOU CAN. 
I. 
What would be the results if none of us needed food any more in order to 
live? 
a. No need for farmers 
b. No plates, knives, and forks 
c. No grocers 
d. Save time 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
1 o. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
STOP HERE. WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
LIST AS MANY DIFFERENT 
CONSEQUENCES AS YOU CAN. 
IX. 
What would be the results if the force of gravity were suddenly cut in half? 
a. Jump higher 
b. More accidents 
c. Less effort to work 
d. Easier to lift things 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
, 
STOP HERE. WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
LIST AS MANY DIFFERENT 
CONSEQUENCES AS YOU CAN. 
II. 
What would be the results if humans lost their group feeling to the extent 
that they all preferred to live alone? ' 
a. No more marriages 
b. Population decline 
c. More hermits 
d. No more cities 
1. ~~ 
• 
2. /'),.Lh"'.-<'~Al. ~ 
3. ,d!d:: ~J' 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
1 o. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
STOP HERE. WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
LIST AS MANY DIFFERENT 
CONSEQUENCES AS YOU CAN. 
VIII. 
What would be the results if human life continued on earth without death? 
a. Overpopulation 
b. More old people 
c. Housing shortage 
d. No more funerals 
1. 
2. 
3; 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
1 o. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
STOP HERE. WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
LIST AS MANY DIFFERENT 
CONSEQUENCES AS YOU CAN. 
III. 
What would be the results if the entire United States west of the Mississippi 
became an arid desert? 
a. Shortage of water 
b. People would move East 
c. Food shortage 
d. Trees would die 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
1 o. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
STOP HERE. WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
LIST AS MANY DIFFERENT 
CONSEQUENCES AS YOU CAN. 
VII. 
What would be the results if everyone suddenly lost the ability to read and 
write? 
a. No newspapers or magazines 
b. No libraries 
c. No mail or letters 
d. T.V. sales increase 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
STOP HERE. WAlT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
LIST AS MANY DIFFERENT 
CONSEQUENCES AS YOU CAN. 
IV. 
What would be the results if everyone suddenly lost the sense of balance 
and were unable to stay in the upright positio_n for more than a moment? 
a. People would fall down 
b. Could not walk 
c. Many accidents 
d. Confusion 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
1 o. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
STOP HERE. WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
LIST AS MANY DIFFERENT 
CONSEQUENCES AS YOU CAN. 
VI. 
What would be the results if it appeared certain that within three months 
the entire surface of the earth would be covered with water, except for a 
few of the highest mountain peaks? 
a. Everyone will move to mountain peaks 
b. Increased sale of boats 
c. Business failure 
d. Panic 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
I 0. 
ll. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
I 7. 
I8. 
19. 
20. 
STOP HERE. WAJ.T FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
LIST AS MANY DIFFERENT 
CONSEQUENCES AS YOU CAN. 
v. 
What would be the results if all the people in the world lost the ability to 
reproduce offspring? 
a. Race would die out 
b. No more babies 
c. No more baby doctors 
d. No more diapers, toys, etc. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
STOP HERE. WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 

